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Rwanda: Formal refutation to an article in the Liberation Journal 

relating to Burundian voter behaviour of 1
st
 June 1993 

 

 
We refer to the article of May the 3

rd
, 2020 from the Afrique-France Televisions Editorial 

Board, written by Laurent Ribadau Dumas, and which article can indeed be retrieved in the 

attachment. 

 

Quoting from the newspaper Liberation, it is written there, on page two, the following 

(Translated in English): “In June 1993, Pierre Buyoya organises the first free elections, in a 

country where 15% of Tutsi lead 85% of Hutu. He, himself is a candidate. He is defeated by 

the voters' natural ethnic reflex, the newspaper Liberation explains.” Admittedly, this is a 

gigantic manipulation that needs to be demolished.  

 

This is obviously bad faith. To object to this, with a formal denial, one does not even need a 

complicated statistical test. It’s a small Arithmetic problem very easy to solve, and which is 

posed as follows: “The configuration of the Burundian population breaks down into 85% of 

Hutu and Twa, and of 15% of Tutsi. During the presidential elections of 1
st
 June 1993, the 

Hutu candidate Melchior Ndadaye won with 64.79% of the vote against 32.47% for the 

outgoing President Pierre Buyoya, a Hima-Tutsi. Parenthetically, by Hima-Tutsi, we mean a 

person who, here or there, in Burundi, in Rwanda, in Uganda, in the West, ....  sometimes 

presents himself/ herself as an Hima, sometimes as being a Tutsi, based on immediate 

interests and given circumstances. In short, the participation rate was 97.18%. There was a 

third negligible candidate called Sendegeya. Question: “Was there a natural ethnic reflex 

of voters? Yes or No”” 

 

In order to solve this small arithmetic problem, it is convenient to untie this knot by the 

candidate Hima-Tutsi Pierre Buyoya. This one obtained 32.47% of votes.  

⇒ This sign ⇒ means: « That implies that »: 

 

 ⇒ Assuming Pierre Buyoya was elected by all Tutsi (= 15%), so he also benefited 

from - (= 32.47 – 15) -, 17.47% of the votes from the Hutu.  

 ⇒ Given that in Statistics, a quantity is said to be negligible if and only if it is worth 

less than 5% or is at most equal to 5%, it is revealed that 17.47% of the votes of the 

Hutu is quite considerable.  

 ⇒ Pierre Buyoya was elected by a significantly large number of Hutu. It is even 

worthwhile to point out that the number of Hutu voters who voted for him (= around 

17.47%), is higher than that of the whole Burundian Tutsi (= 15%) in the country. 
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 ⇒ It is therefore extremely false to speak of "natural ethnic reflex of voters". It is not 

at all. This is only a pretext to justify the seizure of Power by force in the form of a 

coup. The hima-tutsi-vantara Aristocracy is a cold monster absolutely allergic to 

Democracy, and to collective feelings. This is the snag! 

 

Furthermore, it is also not an absolute certainty that Pierre Buyoya was elected by all 

Tutsi. In any case, it is no secret: Pierre Buyoya has very many Tutsi detractors. Moreover, 

in the same way, Paul Kagame Rwabujindili of Rwanda does. They are bloodthirsty military 

tyrants. They destroyed countless Bantu populations, (= Hutu, Twa, and Tutsi-Bantuisés), 

Burundians, Rwandans, or Congolese. This is obviously very carefully hidden. 

 

All in all, the Burundian Conflict is not at all an ethnic conflict, especially since there are not 

even ethnic groups in Burundi. The Baganwa, the Tutsi, the Hutu, and the Twa are residues 

of ending ethos from the four casts of ancient Burundi. Certainly, on the contrary to what has 

been happening in Rwanda since 05 July 1973, the Burundian Conflict is a declining political 

and social conflict. 

 

That being said, it is natural to conclude that the article in question, in the newspaper 

Liberation or Editorial Africa-France Televisions is a very false script from a western white 

Pan-Hima-Tutsiste. It is, of course, the same key fascist ploy used to manipulate the national 

or international public opinion. The hidden goal is to atomize, and tribalize at all costs, and 

for all practical purposes, a complex political and social Conflict; and hence, to disgust any 

election of a Hutu head of state in a Burundian or Rwandan society, where Pan-Hima-

Tutsiste western whites, would like to see at the head only Hima-Tutsi heads of State, or else 

Bantu, Huttu, but auxiliaries of the Hima-Tutsi Colonization, of the same kind as Pasteur 

Bizimungu, Godefroid Niyombare, A. F. Tshilombo Tshisekedi, Vital Kamerhe, etc. Finally, 

it should be added that the headquarters of the aristocratic hima-tutsi vântâra Mafia is in 

Kigali, Rwanda, not Gitega, Burundi. Today, Kigali has become the great contemporary 

hima-tutsi vântâra metropolis, completely purified, and rid of dirty Huttu, meaning 97% of 

the Rwandan population. An extremely volatile situation! As we remember yesterday, it was 

Bujumbura in Burundi. 

 

It goes without saying that Pan-Hima-Tutsistes Western whites are more Burundians or 

more Rwandans than Burundians or Rwandans themselves; more liars and more Pan-

Hima-Tutsistes than Hima-Tutsi Vântâra Aristocrats themselves; especially those married to 

Hima-Tutsi Aristocratic women. They have excessive pretentions. They absolutely despise 

black African societies. Unless, one has taken something, who knows what?! But, normally, 

marriage should not harm and swerve spirits to this extent. These Pan-Hima-Tutsistes 

Western whites are inherently dishonest, inherently devious, and atypically toxic. These are 

public dangers. They tarnish the image of the Muzungu. For them, the Hima-Tutsi Vântâra 

Aristocracy is a superior caste, out of the thigh of Jupiter, infinitely adorable, and absolutely 

untouchable. Quite simply, it's Racism, Colonialism, Slavery, and Tribal Discrimination. 

Unbelievable! It is unacceptable, intolerable, and absolutely condemnable. Burundians or 

Rwandans constitute the same Burundian society or the same Rwandan society. No one is 

rigorously more national, nor more important than anyone. We are all interconnected, and 

interdependent. Anyone who doesn't understand this, will learn the hard way! 

 

This is why, ultimately:  
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 Any Huttu fighting the Colonization of the Black Huttu by the Black Aristocrat Hima-

Tutsi Vântâra is taxed either as a genocidaire Huttu, or as a negationist, revisionist, 

troublemaker, terrorist, etc. 

 While any moderate Tutsi opposed to the Tyranny and Hima-Tutsi Totalitarianism 

vântâra is described as rotten and rogue.  

 

It is a Fascism of great power of the pure and hard type "Igisuti". Sooner or later the 

Hima-Tutsi Vântâra Aristocrats and the Pan-Hima-Tutsist Whites will reap what they have 

sown. Secret crimes have the gods as witnesses. They can fool everyone as much as they 

want, but no one can fool his/ her own conscience! 

 

 

Ku ruhânga rw’umutagatifu w’urwanamiza Mgr Alexis Kagame Se-Mateka ! 

 

Ku ruhânga rw’intwali idasanzwe y’urwanamiza Geregori Kayibanda Se-Bwigenge ! 

 

Ku ruhânga rw’intwali idasanzwe y’urwanamiza Yozefu Gitera Se-Republika ! 

 

[= Mwirambirwa ! Umwîshi w’Igihugu ntiyacyâmbaye umugoma !]. 

 

 

 

Komera Ga-HU.T.TU. ! 

Horana IMANA ! 
 

 

Fait à Paris, le 22 mai 2020 

 
Mwalimu MUREME Kubwimana 

Rwandan statistician-historian-economist and political scientist,  

Representative of the AKM model 

                              
    

 Pièce jointe :   

 
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/monde/afrique/politique-africaine/burundi-aux-racines-

dune-crise-ancienne-et-particulierement-complexe_3941789.html#xtor=AL-79-[article]-

[connexe] 

 

https://www.francetvinfo.fr/monde/afrique/politique-africaine/burundi-aux-racines-dune-crise-ancienne-et-particulierement-complexe_3941789.html#xtor=AL-79-[article]-[connexe]
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/monde/afrique/politique-africaine/burundi-aux-racines-dune-crise-ancienne-et-particulierement-complexe_3941789.html#xtor=AL-79-[article]-[connexe]
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/monde/afrique/politique-africaine/burundi-aux-racines-dune-crise-ancienne-et-particulierement-complexe_3941789.html#xtor=AL-79-[article]-[connexe]

